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Depletion of Drad21/Scc1 in Drosophila Cells
Leads to Instability of the Cohesin Complex
and Disruption of Mitotic Progression

protein is required in cultured cells for chromosome
cohesion, spindle morphology, dynamics of a chromo-
some passenger protein, and stability of the cohesin
complex, but apparently not for normal chromosome
condensation. The observation of SA instability in the
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The faithful transmission of genetic material during theCranmer Terrace
cell cycle requires exquisite orchestration. During inter-London SW17 ORE
phase, the genome is accurately replicated to form twoUnited Kingdom
identical sister chromatids, which are held in close prox-3 Department of Immunology and Oncology
imity to permit DNA repair and recombination, and toCentro Nacional de Biotecnologı́a
ensure accurate segregation during the ensuing mitosis.UAM campus de Cantoblanco
The sister chromatids are then coordinately condensedMadrid E-28049
and resolved in order to permit segregation without tan-Spain
gling or damage to the genome. Once surveillance4 Trescowthick Research Laboratories
checkpoints monitoring genome integrity and kineto-Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute
chore attachment to microtubules are satisfied, cohe-Street Andrews Place
sion is dissolved, and the chromosomes are segregatedEast Melbourne, Victoria 3002
to two daughter cells.Australia

Diverse approaches have been utilized to identify and
characterize the components necessary for mitosis. The
identification of the SMC (Structural Maintenance ofSummary
Chromosomes) genes in yeast and the purification from
Xenopus extracts of cohesin and condensin complexesBackground: The coordination of cell cycle events is
in which the SMC proteins are found associated withnecessary to ensure the proper duplication and dissemi-
non-SMC subunits has profoundly influenced our think-nation of the genome. In this study, we examine the
ing of chromosome dynamics (reviewed in [1–5]). Theconsequences of depleting Drad21 and SA, two non-
genes for cohesin and condensin components haveSMC subunits of the cohesin complex, by dsRNA-medi-
been identified in all eukaryotes examined; biochemicalated interference in Drosophila cultured cells.
purification of cohesin complexes was achieved in Xen-Results: We have shown that a bona fide cohesin com-
opus and human cells [6–8], and that of condensin com-plex exists in Drosophila embryos. Strikingly, the
plexes was achieved in S. pombe and Xenopus [9, 10].Drad21/Scc1 and SA/Scc3 non-SMC subunits associate
The genetic analysis of cohesin and condensin subunitsmore intimately with one another than they do with the
is ongoing in yeast, Drosophila, and chicken cells. Thus,SMCs. We have observed defects in mitotic progression
there is still much information to be gleaned from diversein cells from which Drad21 has been depleted: cells
systems, particularly those amenable to combined ge-delay in prometaphase with normally condensed, but
netic and high-resolution cytological analysis.prematurely separated, sister chromatids and with ab-

While it is tempting to generalize from one systemnormal spindle morphology. Much milder defects are
about the structure, function, and regulation of cohesinobserved when SA is depleted from cells. The dynamics
and condensin complex activity in other organisms, oneof the chromosome passenger protein, INCENP, are af-
of the most intriguing findings about the cohesin com-fected after Drad21 depletion. We have also made the
plex has resulted from the comparison of sister chroma-surprising observation that SA is unstable in the absence
tid dissolution in single- and multicellular eukaryotes. Inof Drad21; however, we have shown that the converse
S. cerevisiae, Scc1p becomes associated with chroma-is not true. Interference with Drad21 in living Drosophila
tin upon replication and can be detected all along theembryos also has deleterious effects on mitotic pro-
chromosome arms until the metaphase-to-anaphasegression.
transition, when Scc1p is cleaved by “separase” [11,Conclusions: We conclude that Drad21, as a member
12]. However, in Drosophila, Xenopus, and human cells,of a cohesin complex, is required in Drosophila cultured
the majority of Scc1 dissociates from chromosome armscells and embryos for proper mitotic progression. The
during prophase after Polo kinase phosphorylation [13],
with a small centromeric pool remaining until chromo-*Correspondence: margarete.heck@ed.ac.uk
somes are disjoined at the onset of anaphase [8, 13, 14].5 Present address: Comparative Genomics Center, James Cook Uni-

versity, Townsville, Queensland 4811, Australia. We have been characterizing cohesin and condensin
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components in Drosophila with the aim to understand Loss of Drad21 Destabilizes the SA Subunit
of Cohesintheir localization and function in a system amenable to

cytological and genetic analysis [15, 16]. To date, there Although the genes for all of the Drosophila cohesin
components have been identified [1, 16, 21, 22], weare no known Drosophila mutant alleles of Scc1 (known

as Drad21 [16]), precluding a conventional genetic anal- demonstrate here for the first time that a cohesin com-
plex exists in Drosophila. Drad21 antibody on beadsysis of this gene. However, dsRNA-mediated interfer-

ence (RNAi) in Drosophila cultured cells has been used was used to immunoprecipitate proteins from 0- to 5-
hr whole embryo extracts. Following washes, boundto successfully create a genetic null or strong depletion

phenotype of many genes [17, 18]. proteins were eluted with 2% SDS in PBS. The eluate
was electrophoresed, and two prominent bands ofWe demonstrate here that Drad21 is indeed part of a

bona fide complex in Drosophila embryos. As in Xeno- �140–150 kDa were excised and identified by mass
spectrometry as the Drosophila orthologs of SMC1 andpus and human cells, this complex contains SMC1,

SMC3, Drad21, and SA (also known as Scc3) [6]. Strik- SMC3 (Figure 1B). These two proteins were precipitated
in roughly equivalent amounts, consistent with currentingly, Drad21 and SA appear to be more tightly associ-

ated to each other than they are to the SMCs. In this models of cohesin and condensin complexes in which
two different SMCs associate in a 1:1 heterodimer [23,study, we have characterized the phenotype of Dro-

sophila cultured cells depleted of Drad21 and SA. We 24]. The anticipated non-SMC subunits were, however,
not eluted from the Drad21 beads. Immunoblotting forclearly show that cells depleted of Drad21 are delayed

in prometaphase and have prematurely separated (al- Drad21 and SA proteins indicated that these two pro-
teins were only solubilized after eluting the beads withthough normally condensed) sister chromatids; this phe-

notype is not observed when SA is depleted. The pro- hot SDS-PAGE sample buffer (Figure 1C, pellet). This
result intriguingly suggested that Drad21 and SA weremetaphase delay results in altered dynamics of the

chromosomal passenger INCENP protein [19]. Addition- more tightly associated with one another than they were
with the SMC subunits of the cohesin complex.ally, we show that the stability of SA is dependent on

the presence of Drad21, but that the converse is not true. Given this apparent tight association, we analyzed the
fate of SA upon depletion of Drad21 in cultured cells.These findings extend significantly our understanding of

the dynamics of cohesin subunits in multicellular eukary- Curiously, when Drad21 was depleted by dsRNAi, the
level of SA dropped with kinetics indistinguishable fromotes and raise new questions about the coordination of
those of Drad21 depletion, indicating that the SA proteinassembly and activity of the cohesin complex.
was unstable in the absence of Drad21 (Figure 1D). Scru-
tiny of the Drad21 and SA sequences confirmed that

Results there was no sequence similarity that would result in
the dsRNAi of SA. In comparison, the level of INCENP

Specific Depletion of Drad21 by dsRNA-Mediated protein was unchanged during Drad21 depletion (Figure
Interference in Drosophila Cultured Cells 1D). We performed the converse experiment and exam-
The Drad21 gene is comprised of 8 exons giving rise to ined the fate of Drad21 after depletion of SA (Figure 1E).
a 2.3-kb cDNA, encoding a predicted protein of 715 SA is also depleted from cells by dsRNAi with similar
amino acids [16]. Although the Drad21 locus has been kinetics (disappearing by 72 hr after treatment). How-
entirely sequenced, its exact location in the genome ever, in this case, the level of Drad21 was unaffected
remains unclear. DNA in situ hybridization on salivary by the disappearance of SA, i.e., Drad21 stability was
gland polytene chromosomes showed hybridization to not dependent on the presence of SA.
the chromocenter, suggesting that the Drad21 gene is
embedded within heterochromatin.

Because of the lack of mutations in the Drad21 gene, Depletion of Drad21 Results in Abnormal
Chromosome and Spindle Morphologywe used dsRNAi in S2 cultured cells [17, 18] to analyze

the consequence on mitotic events of Drad21 loss. Cells Microscopy revealed striking abnormalities in chromo-
some alignment and spindle morphology in cells treatedwere incubated with a �650-bp dsRNA that incorpo-

rated the ATG, while a similar length dsRNA from a with Drad21 dsRNA. Chomosomes appeared spread
throughout cells without alignment on a metaphasecloned human intron served as control [20]. We analyzed

cell extracts by immunoblotting at various time points plate, while spindles appeared narrow and lacked astral
microtubules (Figure 2B, control cells shown in Figureafter treatment. A decrease in the level of Drad21 protein

was apparent as early as 24 hr after treatment; this 2A). Quantitation of the frequency of cells positive for
histone H3 phosphorylated on Serine 10 (P�H3) in con-depletion continued until 96 hr after treatment, when

the protein was barely detectable (Figure 1A). As we trol and dsRNAi cells revealed a 3-fold relative increase
over time in Drad21 dsRNAi cells (Figure 2C). We ob-could detect Drad21 in as few as 104 cells and since

5 � 105 cells were loaded, we concluded that at least served that the chromosome and spindle defects in-
creased significantly as the level of Drad21 decreased,98% of the protein was depleted by 96 hr after treatment.

In contrast, there was no depletion of Drad21 in control reaching nearly 100% of P�H3 cells by 96 hr after treat-
ment (Figure 2D). As the largest increase took placecells (Figure 1A). Cells examined by immunofluores-

cence confirmed that the number of Drad21-containing between 48 and 72 hr after treatment, the majority of
phenotypic analysis was carried out on cells after 60–68cells decreased dramatically after treatment with

Drad21 dsRNA (data not shown). hr of dsRNAi.
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Figure 1. dsRNAi Results in Depletion of the
Drad21 Protein and the SA Protein in S2 Cul-
tured Cells

(A) Efficacy of dsRNAi was determined by im-
munoblotting over time; 5 � 105 cells were
loaded per lane. The Drad21 protein level de-
creased as early as 24 hr after treatment and
was undetectable at 96 hr after treatment.
Actin was used as a loading control. -, no
RNA; C, control RNA; D, Drad21 RNA.
(B) Drad21 exists in a complex with SMC1,
SMC3, and SA in Drosophila embryos. Immu-
noprecipitation of Drad21 from 0- to 5-hr em-
bryo extract. NaCl washes and 2% SDS elu-
tions are shown (SMC1 and SMC3 [accession
numbers gi/715967 and gi/7447790, respec-
tively] were identified by mass spectrometry).
(C) Immunoblotting for Drad21 shows that the
majority of the protein remains associated
with the Drad21 antibody-crosslinked beads
and is only eluted after boiling in SDS-PAGE
sample buffer. Immunoblotting for SA shows
that the majority of this protein also remains
associated with the Drad21 antibody-cross-
linked beads and is only eluted by boiling in
sample buffer.
(D) SA is destabilized in cells after Drad21
dsRNA treatment with kinetics similar to
those of Drad21 depletion. INCENP serves as
a loading control and is not depleted over
time. -, no RNA; C, control RNA; D, Drad21
RNA.
(E) SA is depleted from cells after SA dsRNA
treatment. Drad21 is stable in the absence of
SA. -, no RNA; C, control RNA; S, SA RNA;
D, Drad21 RNA. �-tubulin served as a loading
control. The final 68 hr time point in this panel
is from a Drad21 dsRNAi experiment.

Cells Exhibiting Abnormal Mitotic Morphology the percentage of cells exhibiting mitotic abnormalities
that were cyclin B positive was 87% in the Drad21Contain Cyclin B

Given that mitotic chromosomes appeared to be distrib- dsRNAi cells, compared to �1% in control cells (Figure
3C, green bars).uted along abnormally narrow spindles in cells depleted

of Drad21, we wished to determine whether these cells
were attempting pre-metaphase chromosome con- Cell Cycle Analysis of Drad21-Depleted Cells

Quantitation of the frequency of cells in various stages ofgression or abnormal chromosome segregation. We
therefore stained cells for cyclin B and �-tubulin. Cyclin mitosis by using P�H3/�-tubulin, and cyclin B/�-tubulin

double immunostaining showed that a higher frequencyB levels increase during G2, and the protein remains
cytoplasmic until nuclear envelope breakdown. During of cells were in prometaphase in the Drad21 dsRNAi

cells compared to control cells (Figure 3D). With P�H3/metaphase, the protein is strongly associated with the
mitotic spindle and spindle poles (Figure 3A). When �-tubulin labeling, 33% of untreated and 31% of control

dsRNAi mitotic cells were in prometaphase, comparedcyclin B degradation commences, it does so at the
poles, and it progresses along the microtubules until to 70% of Drad21 dsRNAi mitotic cells. This was mim-

icked by the cyclin B/�-tubulin-labeled cells (41% ofthe level of protein becomes indistinguishable from
background levels as the cell enters anaphase [25, 26]. untreated and 36% of control dsRNAi mitotic cells were

in prometaphase, compared to 64% of Drad21 dsRNAiThe majority of Drad21 dsRNAi cells exhibiting the
abnormal mitotic phenotype were cyclin B positive (Fig- mitotic cells). However, we also observed cells with ab-

normal chromosome morphology that lacked cyclin Bure 3B). As cyclin B was associated with spindles (but
the chromosomes had not congressed to a metaphase and appeared to have entered anaphase or telophase,

as judged by spindle morphology. Thus, we concludedplate), we concluded that these cells were in prometa-
phase. While there was very little difference in the fre- that the elevated frequency of prometaphase cells was

the result of cell cycle delay, but not absolute arrest.quency of cyclin B-positive cells (Figure 3C, blue bars),
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Figure 2. Drad21 Depletion Results in Abnormal Chromosome and Spindle Morphology

(A and B) (A) Control dsRNAi and (B) Drad21 dsRNAi cells were grown on poly-lysine coverslips for 68 hr, then fixed and stained for histone
3 phosphorylated on Serine 10 (P�H3, red), �-tubulin (green), and DNA (DAPI, blue). (A) Various stages of mitosis are indicated in the control
panels. (B) Mitotic cells are shown after Drad21 depletion. These cells exhibit defects in chromosome alignment and spindle morphology.
The scale bar represents 10 �m.
(C) A graph showing the percentage of cells positive for P�H3 at various time points.
(D) A graph showing the percentage of cells positive for P�H3 that exhibit abnormal mitotic morphology. No RNA is indicated by the blue
bars, control RNA is indicated by the gray bars, and Drad21 RNA is indicated by the red bars.

Depletion of SA Results in Apparently Normal though the protein was barely detectable by 72 hr after
treatment (Figure 1E). The frequency of P�H3-positiveMitotic Progression with Only Rare Defects

A similar analysis to that described above was carried cells and the frequency of abnormal mitotic cells re-
mained the same as control populations (Figure S1).out on cells incubated with SA dsRNA. We were sur-

prised not to detect any significant differences in mitotic Only at very late time points of 96 and 120 hr did we
detect what appeared to be the rare premature resolu-progression between SA-depleted and control cells, al-
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Figure 3. Cells Exhibiting Abnormal Mitotic Morphology Are Cyclin B Positive

(A and B) (A) Control dsRNAi and (B) Drad21 dsRNAi cells were grown on poly-lysine coverslips for 68 hr, then fixed and immunostained for
cyclin B (green), �-tubulin (red), and DNA (DAPI, blue). (A) Normal progression through mitosis with degradation of cyclin B in anaphase is
observed. (B) The majority of Drad21-depleted cells exhibiting abnormal mitotic phenotypes stain positively for cyclin B.
(C) A graph depicting the overall percentage of cells positive for cyclin B at 68 hr after treatment (blue bars) and the percentage of cells
exhibiting abnormal chromatin morphology that were positive for cyclin B (green bars). Cells exhibiting abnormal mitotic morphology are
cyclin B positive.
(D) The distribution of cells among various cell cycle phases, scored for both the P�H3/�-tubulin experiment (Figure 2) and the cyclin
B/�-tubulin experiment. The percentage of cells in prometaphase increases with Drad21 dsRNAi (red bars). The number of cells counted for
each experiment was: P�H3/�-tubulin: - RNA, 2338; control RNA, 2060; Drad21 RNA, 2315, and cyclin B/�-tubulin: - RNA, 1516; control RNA,
1835; Drad21 RNA, 1486.

tion into distinct chromatids (not chromatid separation) sonal communication), so it is unlikely that SA-2 is sub-
stituting for SA-1.in SA-depleted cells. As this phenotype was not appar-

ent at 72 hr after treatment, present in only 8% of abnor-
mal mitotic cells at 96 hr and in 45% of abnormal mitotic Depletion of Drad21, but Not SA, Results

in Premature Sister Chromatid Separationcells at 120 hr, we conclude that it is likely not a direct
consequence of SA depletion. Of the two Drosophila SA Although the images of Figures 2B and 3B showed dis-

tinct chromosome phenotypes, it was not possible togenes, the SA-1 examined here is active during mitosis
[22], while the other (SA-2) appears to be required only discern whether cohesion between centromeres was

intact in dsRNAi cells. To better examine chromosomeduring meiosis (Sharon Thomas and Bruce McKee, per-
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Figure 4. Depletion of Drad21, but Not SA,
Results in Premature Sister Chromatid Sepa-
ration

(A–F) (A and B) Control dsRNAi, (C and D)
Drad21 dsRNAi, and (E and F) SA dsRNAi
cells were grown in six-well plates, then cy-
tospun onto poly-lysine slides without hypo-
tonic treatment. The cells were fixed and pro-
cessed for immunofluorescence by using
antibodies to CID (red) and Barren (green) and
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). (A) A
control dsRNAi metaphase cell in which sis-
ters are clearly joined together with two CID
spots at the centromere. (B) A control dsRNAi
anaphase cell in which sisters have separated
and are moving poleward with the centro-
meres leading. (C and D) Drad21 dsRNAi
metaphase cells clearly showing separated
sister chromatids, each containing only one
CID spot. In contrast to (B), no segregation
of chromosomes is evident. (E) An SA dsRNAi
metaphase cell clearly showing paired sister
chromatids. (F) An SA dsRNAi anaphase cell
in which sisters have separated and are mov-
ing poleward with the centromeres leading.

morphology in terms of chromatid condensation and SA-depleted cells did not separate as in the Drad21-
depleted cells, although the centromeres appeared topairing after Drad21 and SA depletion, we examined

cytospun cells, which facilitated the visualization of indi- be further apart than in control cells (compare Figure
4E with Figure 4A). Chromosome congression and ana-vidual chromosomes (Figure 4). Importantly, this tech-

nique avoids all use of hypotonic solutions that artifactu- phase separation occurred in the absence of SA (Figure
4F). Analysis of the levels of Barren protein by immu-ally induce separation of sister chromatids [27]. Control

dsRNAi cells showed chromatids tightly paired at the noblotting showed no detectable difference between
control or dsRNAi cells (not shown). We conclude thatcentromere during metaphase (Figure 4A), and then seg-

regating to opposite poles during anaphase (Figure 4B). the Drad21 depletion in S2 cells results in premature
sister chromatid separation, but that neither Drad21 norDrad21-depleted cells clearly showed separated sister

chromatids, with each chromatid having one CID spot SA depletion has an effect on mitotic chromosome con-
densation.(CID is the Drosophila homolog of CENP-A, a histone

H3 isoform found at centromeres [28]) (Figures 4C and
4D). Localization of the non-SMC condensin compo- Mislocalization of Chromosomal Passenger

INCENP Protein in Drad21-Depleted Cellsnent, Barren, was normal in the prematurely separated
chromatids, and chromosome condensation appeared Although the level of INCENP was unaffected (Figure

1D), the protein showed a striking mislocalization afterunaffected at this level of resolution. Chromatids in the
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diffuse and possibly stretched between CID spots (Fig-
ures 5D and 5E). However, in later “telophase-like” cells
with randomly dispersed (not segregated) centromeres,
INCENP adopted the predicted central spindle localiza-
tion (Figure 5F). High-magnification images of cells simi-
lar to those in Figures 5D and 5E showed that INCENP,
though not particularly strongly associated with chro-
matin, appeared to spread between CID spots (whether
these were sister or random centromeres was not deter-
mined) (Figure 5G).

To determine the mitotic stage of cells exhibiting IN-
CENP mislocalization, we detected INCENP, cyclin B,
and �-tubulin in control and Drad21-depleted cells (Fig-
ures 6A–6D). In early mitotic cells (high cyclin B), INCENP
was dispersed through the spindle and not on the chro-
mosomes as expected (Figure 6C, asterisk). In later mi-
totic cells (low cyclin B), INCENP was also dispersed
throughout the spindle and was not concentrated on
the central spindle as predicted (Figure 6D, asterisk). In
the few cells undergoing apparent cytokinesis in the
Drad21 dsRNAi cultures, INCENP localized normally to
the presumptive midbody (Figure 6C, arrowhead). We
sorted Drad21-depleted cells with abnormal chromo-
some morphology and INCENP mislocalization (labeled
for �-tubulin and INCENP) into three categories (Figures
6E–6G). The first category contained cells in which IN-
CENP was associated with chromosomes but decorated
a more extensive region of the chromosome than the
normal discrete centromeric foci (Figure 6E, 64%). The
second category contained cells in which INCENP ap-
peared to be transferring to the spindle, although the
chromosomes had failed to congress to a metaphase
plate (Figure 6F, 10%). The third category contained
cells in which most of the INCENP had transferred to
the microtubules but failed to form the typical ring at
the central spindle normally exhibited by passenger pro-
teins (Figure 6G, 26%). Depletion of the SA protein did
not affect the localization of INCENP (data not shown).
The lack of centromeric cohesion and congression to
a metaphase plate upon Drad21 depletion appears to
preclude proper INCENP localization to the centromereFigure 5. Chromosomal Passenger Protein INCENP Is Mislocalized

in Drad21-Depleted Cells and the timely transfer from centromeres to the central
spindle (a hallmark of the “chromosomal passenger”(A–F) (A–C) Control dsRNAi and (D–F) Drad21 dsRNAi cells were

cytospun onto poly-lysine slides without hypotonic treatment and proteins). Despite this, late in mitosis, INCENP was still
were processed for immunofluorescence by using antibodies to able to localize to microtubules in the central region of
INCENP (red) and CID (green); cells were counterstained with DAPI the cell.
(blue). In control cells, INCENP (A) localizes between CID spots in
metaphase, (B) transfers to the spindle in anaphase, and (C) ends
up in the midbody. (D and E) In Drad21 dsRNAi cells, INCENP ap-

Loss of Drad21 Function in Embryos by dsRNApears more diffuse, (F) though it is still able to migrate to a central
Injection also Results in Mitotic Defectsregion, even when centromeres are abnormally distributed along a

mitotic cell. To begin to analyze the effects of Drad21 disruption in
(G) High-magnification deconvolved images showing INCENP lo- the intact organism, we injected dsRNA homologous to
calizing “between” centromeres of separate chromatids in a Drad21 the 5� end of the Drad21 cDNA into syncytial preblasto-
dsRNAi cell. INCENP staining does not appear to colocalize with

derm Drosophila embryos expressing a histone H2Athe bulk of chromatin. The scale bar represents 5 �m.
variant D-GFP fusion [29]. Chromosome condensation
and segregation could be readily observed in live em-
bryos by confocal microscopy.

H2AvD-GFP embryos injected with buffer only or withDrad21 depletion. In control cells, INCENP focused nor-
mally (from along the length of chromosomes) to the control dsRNA displayed well-distributed and equal-

sized nuclei that underwent synchronous mitoses (Fig-inner centromere region between CID spots in meta-
phase and to the spindle midzone in anaphase and telo- ure S2). In contrast, embryos injected with Drad21 dsRNA

showed a range of mitotic abnormalities, including de-phase (Figures 5A–5C). In Drad21-depleted cells with
prematurely separated sisters, INCENP appeared more layed chromosome condensation, failure to segregate
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Figure 6. Chromosomal Passenger Protein INCENP Is Mislocalized in Drad21-Depleted Cells

(A–D) (A and B) Control dsRNAi and (C and D) Drad21 dsRNAi cells were grown on poly-lysine coverslips, fixed, processed for immunofluores-
cence by using antibodies to cyclin B (green), INCENP (red), �-tubulin (white), and counterstained with DAPI (blue). INCENP is localized to
centromeres in (A) control metaphase and transfers to the central spindle normally in (B) anaphase. (C) In Drad21-depleted cells, INCENP
fails to localize to centromeres when cyclin B is still present (asterisk). The arrowhead highlights a fairly normal cell in cytokinesis with
decreased level of cyclin B degradation and highlights INCENP localization to the forming midbody. (D) In another Drad21 dsRNAi cell, INCENP
fails to localize to the central spindle when cyclin B is degraded (asterisk). The scale bar represents 5 �m.
(E–G) To further characterize INCENP mislocalization, Drad21-depleted cells were harvested at 68 hr after treatment, cytospun onto poly-
lysine slides, then fixed and stained for �-tubulin (green), INCENP (red), and DNA (DAPI, blue). Three categories of mislocalization were
observed, and representative cells for each are shown (39 cells were analyzed). (E) A cell showing INCENP associated with chromatin. (F)
Some INCENP has translocated to the spindle, but the majority remains associated with chromatin. (G) The majority of INCENP appears to
be associated with the microtubules.

chromosomes or unequal chromosome segregation, dividing and showed chromatin hypercondensation and
nuclear aggregation, reminiscent of X-ray-induced DNAanaphase bridging, formation of micronuclei, as well as

delays or failure of chromosomes to align at metaphase. damage and DNA damage checkpoint mutant pheno-
types [30, 31]. These phenotypes clearly indicate thatIn the most severely affected embryos, all nuclei ceased
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Drad21 is required for correct chromosome segregation the presence of cohesion between sister centromeres.
However, even in the absence of chromatid cohesion,in early embryos. A detailed characterization of these
INCENP was able to achieve microtubule localization,defects is ongoing.
albeit in an abnormal temporal and spatial manner.

It is unlikely that the separate chromatids we observe
Discussion after Drad21 depletion would form bipolar spindle at-

tachments and align at a metaphase plate. The meta-
We have demonstrated that Drad21 is in a cohesin com- phase checkpoint should be activated, resulting in pro-
plex with SMC1, SMC3, and SA in Drosophila embryos. metaphase delay (we have observed that centromeres
Strikingly, Drad21 and SA are more tightly associated are positive for the BubR1 metaphase checkpoint pro-
with one another than they are with the SMCs. We have tein, data not shown). A potential role for sister chroma-
analyzed the consequences of depleting the two non- tid cohesion and kinetochore attachment in the meta-
SMC subunits in Drosophila cultured cells, and we have phase checkpoint has been suggested, with the correct
observed that Drad21 depletion results in SA instability; alignment of all sister kinetochores clearly required to
intriguingly, however, the converse is not true. This result establish bipolarity and loss of Mad2 metaphase check-
suggests that SA must interact with Drad21 in order to point signaling [34, 35]. Why cells are delayed and not

arrested by the metaphase checkpoint may be a reflec-be stable (perhaps SA is synthesized only after Drad21
tion of compromised checkpoints in Drosophila culturedaccumulates in the cell). This may help to ensure a 1:1
cells (derived from embryos), as these cells are ex-ratio between these subunits (as observed in cohesin
tremely difficult to synchronize in response to numerouscomplexes in S. cerevisiae [24]). Upon Drad21 depletion,
cell cycle inhibitors (M.M.S.H. et al., unpublished data).we see dramatic effects on mitotic progression; cells are

The mitotic spindles of Drad21-depleted cells ap-delayed in prometaphase with prematurely separated
peared abnormally narrow and lacked astral microtu-sister chromatids and abnormal spindle morphology. In
bules. Kinetochore microtubules may be unstable in thecontrast, we observe no premature separation of sister
absence of bipolar attachment and may give rise onlychromatids or significant effects on the cell cycle when
to spindle fibers that emanate from poles. MicrotubulesSA is depleted, suggesting that the Drad21 phenotype
ending in the cell midzone may be stabilized by compo-is likely specific to the interference with Drad21 only.
nents present in the region of overlap, in preference toChromosome condensation in either the Drad21- or
astral microtubules. A potential role for human cohesinthe SA-depleted cells appeared normal, as judged by
in spindle aster assembly has been suggested, sinceoverall size and shape of chromosomes, localization of
SMC1 has been localized to the spindle poles duringthe Barren non-SMC condensin subunit, and the centro-
mitosis and interacts with NuMA, a spindle pole-associ-meric domain occupied by the CID centromeric protein.
ated protein required for mitotic spindle organizationAs chromosomes also exhibited normal condensation
[36]. Recently, the kinase activity of Aurora B was shownin Scc1-knockout DT40 cells [32], human cells express-
to be required for kinetochore-microtubule interactions,ing a dominant-negative N-terminal truncation of Scc1
and expression of a dominant-negative form resulted in[33], and after immunodepletion of cohesin from Xeno-
similarly narrow spindles [37]. As Aurora B interacts withpus egg extracts [6], it appears likely that cohesins act
INCENP [38, 39], the fate of other chromosome passen-independently of condensation machinery in metazoan
ger proteins such as Aurora B, TD-60 [40], and survivinchromosome structure [6].
[41, 42] should be examined after cohesin interference.The dispersed single chromatids observed in Drad21-

The mitotic failures observed after injection of Drad21depleted Drosophila cells were in contrast to the sepa-
dsRNA into embryos are also consistent with prematurerate, albeit proximal, chromatids after the knockout of
loss of sister chromatid cohesion, which ultimately re-Scc1 from DT40 chicken cells [32]. Perhaps for that
sults in segregation defects, aneuploid nuclei, and accu-reason, INCENP appeared along chromosome arms in
mulation of damage to the genome. The most severemetaphase Scc1-knockout DT40 cells (INCENP distribu-
phenotypes we observe resemble those of grapes/chk1tion in later mitotic stages was not reported). On the
DNA-structure checkpoint mutant embryos, in whichother hand, in early mitotic S2 cells depleted of Drad21,
damaged nuclei fall into the interior of the embryo [30,INCENP appeared diffusely localized, possibly because
31], and are thus reminiscent of the original DNA-struc-chromatids were no longer close to one another. Later,
ture checkpoint defects observed in S. pombe rad21mitotic cells with aberrant INCENP localization fell into
mutations [43]. The detailed examination of live cellsthree groups: cells that displayed INCENP staining on
deficient in cohesin or condensin function will contributesingle chromatids, cells that showed INCENP transfer-
greatly to the understanding of mechanisms employedring onto the spindle even though chromatids had failed
by the cell to ensure genome integrity.to congress to a metaphase plate, and cells in which

INCENP associated with microtubules, but was not re- Supplementary Material
stricted to the central spindle. Drad21-depleted cells Supplementary Material including two figures that contain data from
that progressed into the final mitotic stages indicated the RNAi of SA in S2 cells (Figure S1) and still images from movies of

images that have been injected with dsRNA for the Drad21 gene (Figurethat INCENP could, however, still localize to the central
S2) is available at http://images.cellpress.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.region of the cell, even though chromosome segregation

had not occurred. Our results suggest that the correct
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